GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE (GISC)

GISC 1301 Physical Geography
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
The goal of this course is to encourage you to think geographically, examining the interactions between physical systems and human activities. Introduction to topics covered include elements of physical geography, studies of atmosphere, ocean and land surface environments, geographic information systems, computer systems that capture, analyze, and display of geographic information, and human environmental interactions. Cross listed with GEOG 1301.
TCCNS: GEOG 1301

GISC 1336 Digital Drafting and Design
3 Semester Credit Hours (2 Lecture Hours, 2 Lab Hours)
An introduction to graphic and drafting principles and practices in surveying and mapping science. This course includes the development of the basic drafting skills needed to produce surveying plats and graphical presentations. The elements of descriptive geometry are addressed. A major component of the course is an introduction to the fundamentals of computer-aided drafting and design (CADD). SPRING.

GISC 1470 Geospatial Systems I
4 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours, 3 Lab Hours)
Introduction to geographic information systems (GIS) and its theoretical foundations. Topics covered include vector and raster data models, acquisition and manipulation of data, cartography, current topics, data quality, and basic spatial analysis. Principles and uses of GIS software also covered. FALL and SPRING.

GISC 2250 Field Camp I
2 Semester Credit Hours (6 Lab Hours)
A one-week field camp with intensive field data collection and computations. Traversing between control points, digital contour data and leveling control. Detail spatial data by total station. Construction set out using total station and steel band. Taken during the sophomore or junior year. SPRING.
Prerequisite: GISC 2470.

GISC 2301 Geospatial Systems II
3 Semester Credit Hours (2 Lecture Hours, 3 Lab Hours)
An intermediate level course in the concepts and applications of geographic information systems (GIS). Topics covered include spatial database design and management, raster analysis, terrain mapping, analysis, and applications. SPRING.
Prerequisite: (GISC 1470).

GISC 2438 Geospatial Software Systems I
4 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours, 2 Lab Hours)
Introduction to the design and development of GIS software to solve spatial problems. Topics covered include programming basics, design and implementation common tasks in GIS applications. FALL.
Prerequisite: GISC 1470 and COSC 1345 or COSC 1330.

GISC 2470 Geospatial Plane Measurement I
4 Semester Credit Hours (2 Lecture Hours, 3 Lab Hours)
Historical introduction to field measurement and mapping; distance measurement using electronic distance meters; calibration and reduction. Leveling instruments; principles, construction, testing and adjustment; ancillary equipment. Optical and electronic theodolites. Traverse computations and adjustment. Coordinate systems. Map projections. FALL.
Prerequisite: MATH 1316 or 2413.

GISC 3300 Geospatial Mathematical Techniques
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
Characteristics of geographic/spatial information; overview of relevant sections of numbers, algebra and geometry, plane and spherical trigonometry, matrices, determinants and vectors, curves and surfaces, integral and differential calculus, partial derivatives, with an emphasis on geospatial applications. Concepts of geospatial coordinate systems and geospatial coordinate transformations; overview of spatial statistics and best-fit solutions with geospatial applications.
Prerequisite: MATH 2413 and 3342.

GISC 3325 Geodetic Science
3 Semester Credit Hours (2 Lecture Hours, 2 Lab Hours)
History of geodetic measurement. Description of the geodetic model of the Earth. Relationship between the ellipsoid, geoid, and Earth's surface. Measurement of long baselines. Gravity and the geoid. Relationship between terrestrial observations and grid coordinates. FALL.
Prerequisite: GISC 2470.

GISC 3412 Geospatial Plane Measurement II
4 Semester Credit Hours (2 Lecture Hours, 3 Lab Hours)
Principles and reduction of observations and errors in spatial measurement. Techniques of horizontal and vertical angle measurement for precise positioning. Trigonometric heighting and vertical staff tacheometry. Setting out of structures. Design and computation of horizontal and vertical curves. SPRING.
Prerequisite: (GISC 2470 and 1336).
*May be taken concurrently.

GISC 3420 Geospatial Software Systems II
4 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours, 2 Lab Hours)
Advanced programming course focusing on the design and implementation of GIS scripts and GIS web applications. Topics covered include GIS web applications, web mashups, GIS scripts, GIS tool creation, and advanced user interface design and implementation. SPRING.
Prerequisite: GISC 2438.

GISC 3421 Visualization for GIS
4 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours, 3 Lab Hours)
Basic elements of thematic cartography, cartographic theory, and cartographic projections. Integration of cartographic principles with GIS visualization. Principles of map design with GIS data. SPRING.
Prerequisite: GISC 2301.
GISC 4180 Geospatial Systems Internship
1 Semester Credit Hour (1 Lecture Hour)
INTERNSHIP EDUCATION REQUIRES WORK WITH APPROVED GEOSPATIAL SYSTEMS RELATED INDUSTRY EMPLOYER. STUDENTS PROVIDE WEEKLY WRITTEN REPORTS AND FINAL PRESENTATION TO PROGRAM AT THE END OF INTERNSHIP. MUST HAVE COMPLETED 60 SEMESTER HOURS BEFORE ATTEMPTING. FALL, SPRING, AND SUMMER.

GISC 4305 Legal Aspects of Spatial Information
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
LEGAL OWNERSHIP OF SPATIAL DATA AND INFORMATION COLLECTED IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR. PUBLIC ACCESS TO LARGE DIGITAL DATABASES. COPYRIGHT LAW AS APPLIED TO SPATIAL DATA. LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO PROPERTY BOUNDARIES, STATUTORY BOUNDARIES, VOTER DISTRICT BOUNDARIES, AND JURISDICTIONAL BOUNDARIES. GOVERNMENT FEES AND CHARGES FOR ACCESS TO SPATIAL DATA. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC VALUE OF SPATIAL DATA. SPRING.
Prerequisite: GISC 2470.

GISC 4315 Satellite Positioning
3 Semester Credit Hours (2 Lecture Hours, 2 Lab Hours)
GLOBAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS. USE OF SATELLITE FOR NAVIGATION AND POSITIONING SYSTEMS. HISTORY AND REVIEW OF SATELLITE POSITIONING SYSTEMS. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES USING GPS. POINT, DIFFERENTIAL, AND KINETIC POSITIONING TECHNIQUES. ERROR SOURCES IN SATELLITE POSITIONING. FUTURE TRENDS IN SATELLITE POSITIONING TECHNOLOGY. FALL.
Prerequisite: GISC 2470 and MATH 2413.

GISC 4318 Cadastral Systems
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
LAND OWNERSHIP RECORDING SYSTEMS USED IN TEXAS AND U.S. INVESTIGATION AND RESEARCH FOR ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL BOUNDARIES. TITLE SEARCHES AT THE COUNTY COURTHOUSE, TITLE PLANTS, AND OTHER SOURCES FOR CADAstral RESEARCH. RIPARIAN AND LITTORAL BOUNDARIES. BOUNDARY MARKING AND PREPARATION OF CADAstral PLANS. METES AND BOUNDS DESCRIPTIONS. WRITING FIELD NOTES. URBAN AND RURAL CADAstral ISSUES. USE OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS IN CADAstral MAPPING. FALL.
Prerequisite: GISC 2470.

GISC 4320 Hydrography
3 Semester Credit Hours (2 Lecture Hours, 2 Lab Hours)
INTRODUCTION TO OFFSHORE AND INSHORE HYDROGRAPHIC MAPPING. TIDAL DATUMS AND THEIR COMPUTATION. REVIEW OF HYDROGRAPHIC AND NAUTICAL CHARTS. ELECTRONIC POSITION FINDING AND BATHYMETRIC DATA COLLECTION. ECHO SOUNDER, SIDE SCAN SONAR, SEAFLOOR MAPPING AND UNDERWATER LOCATING. BEACH (COMBINED LAND AND HYDROGRAPHIC) MAPPING. SPRING.
Prerequisite: GISC 2470 and MATH 2413.

GISC 4326 Geomatics Professional Practice
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
AN INTENSIVE ONE-WEEK SUMMER COURSE PRESENTED BY PRACTICING GEOMATICs PROFESSIONALS COVERING MANY OF THE ASPECTS OF OPERATING A PROFESSIONAL SURVEYING PRACTICE IN THE STATE OF TEXAS. TOPICS COVER SURVEYOR RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY, THE SURVEYOR IN COURT, STANDARDS OF PRACTICE, SURVEYING MATHEMATICS, TEXAS COORDINATE SYSTEM, CELESTIAL OBSERVATIONS, AND PROJECT CONTROL.
Prerequisite: GISC 2250.

GISC 4335 Geospatial Systems III
3 Semester Credit Hours (2 Lecture Hours, 2 Lab Hours)
ADVANCED SPATIAL ANALYSIS AND MODELING IN GIS. TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL DATA, NETWORK ANALYSIS, SPATIAL POINT PATTERNS, AREA OBJECTS AND SPATIAL AUTOCORRELATION, AND SPATIAL INTERPOLATION. ALSO COVERS NEW APPROACHES TO SPATIAL ANALYSIS.
Prerequisite: GISC 2301, 3421 and MATH 3342.

GISC 4340 Geospatial Computations and Adjustment
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
THEORY OF LEAST SQUARES ADJUSTMENT OF SPATIAL DATA. USE OF MATRICES FOR THE SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS. PROPAGATION OF VARIANCES AND STATISTICAL TESTING OF ADJUSTMENT SOLUTIONS. ERROR ELLIPSE S AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS. SPRING.
Prerequisite: GISC 2470, MATH 3342 and GISC 3300.

GISC 4350 Field Camp II
3 Semester Credit Hours (6 Lab Hours)
A ONE-WEEK FIELD CAMP UNDERTAKING PROJECTS IN CADAstral, ENGINEERING, HYDROGRAPHIC, AND GEODETIC POSITIONING. REDUCTION OF DIGITAL FIELD DATA TO PRODUCE FINAL PLANS AND REPORTS. TAKEN DURING THE SENIOR YEAR. SPRING.
Prerequisite: GISC 3412, 4318 and 2250.

GISC 4351 Geospatial Systems Project
3 Semester Credit Hours
THIS COURSE ALLOWS STUDENTS TO EMPLOY KNOWLEDGE ATTAINED IN OTHER COURSES TO CREATE A PROJECT TO SPATIALLY ANALYZE INFORMATION OF INTEREST TO YOU AND YOUR FIELD OF STUDY. STUDENTS WILL EITHER UNDERTAKE A GIS PROJECT TO MANAGE, ANALYZE, AND VISUALIZE SPATIAL DATA, OR A SURVEY PROJECT IN CADAstral, TOPOGRAPHIC, ENGINEERING, HYDROGRAPHIC, OR GEODETIC POSITIONING.
Prerequisite: GISC 4350 or 4335.

GISC 4371 History of Land Ownership
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
THIS COURSE PREPARES STUDENTS BY PROVIDING PROPER KNOWLEDGE OF HOW LAND TRANSFERRED THROUGHOUT HISTORY AND TECHNIQUES FOR RESEARCHING LAND OWNERSHIP IN THE PRESENT. STUDENTS RECEIVE AN OVERVIEW OF LEGAL ASPECTS AND OTHER TOPICS RELATIVE TO LAND ISSUES APPLICABLE FOR LAND SURVEYORS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, AND GIS PROFESSIONALS, AMONG OTHERS. SPRING.
Prerequisite: GISC 3412.

GISC 4431 Remote Sensing
4 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours, 3 Lab Hours)
Provides the foundations to interpret, process, and apply remotely sensed data acquired by satellites and sub-orbital platforms (aircraft, UAVs) for mapping and analysis of our natural and built environment. Principles of electromagnetic energy-matter interaction, remote sensing systems and data characteristics, digital image processing, and information extraction methods will be covered. Included is treatment of: aerial photogrammetry; multispectral, thermal, and hyperspectral sensing; earth observation satellites; radar and lidar; emergent topics. Emphasis will be on their use for geospatial and environmental applications. FALL.
Prerequisite: PHYS 2425, MATH 3342 and GISC 3300 or (MEEN 3310 and PHYS 2425).

GISC 4590 Selected Topics
1-5 Semester Credit Hours (1-5 Lecture Hours)
MAY BE REPEATED FOR CREDIT DEPENDING ON TOPIC. VARIABLE CONTENT.
GISC 4596  Directed Independent Study
1-5 Semester Credit Hours
SEE COLLEGE DESCRIPTION. OFFERED ON REQUEST. MAY BE 
REPEATED FOR CREDIT.

GISC 4690  Co-operative Education
1 Semester Credit Hour (1 Lecture Hour)
CO-OP EDUCATION ALLOWS STUDENTS TO TAKE TIME OFF THEIR FULL-
TIME STUDIES TO GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE-BASED LEARNING 
WITH EMPLOYERS WILLING TO PUT ON STUDENTS FOR A SEMESTER 
(14 WEEKS), SIX MONTHS, OR OVER THE SUMMER. THE CO-OP 
PROGRAM ALLOWS STUDENTS TO MAINTAIN THEIR FULL-TIME STATUS 
AS A STUDENT (CONTINUE HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE WITH 
PARENTS, NOT EFFECT STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT, ACCESS TO 
COLLEGE ACTIVITIES, ETC.) WHILE UNDERTAKING WORK IN THEIR FIELD 
OF INTEREST. THE CO-OP PROGRAM IS A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE 
EMPLOYER, THE STUDENT, AND THE UNIVERSITY.